
Dream House Presentations 

 
 

 Want to get your students fired up about Interior Design?  Give them the opportunity to 
host their own segment of MTV Cribs for Teens or FACS TV Cribs or FCS Cribs (you choose).  
Have students create a PowerPoint presentation detailing their dream homes.  Allow them to 
add creative animations and music.  And, if you have the resources, allow them to shoot video 
of themselves describing it as well as if they are actually on the show showing their crib.  To 
inspire them even more, you may want to show them some MTV Teen Crib episodes or the 
regular MTV Cribs episode (but beware the language and some of the actions of the 
celebrities).   
 
You can check out the following site to preview full episodes before sharing with your class! 

 http://www.mtv.com/shows/cribs/series.jhtml 
 
Usually after students have completed and presented their projects, I then make them go back 
through their presentations and label the rooms by design elements, principles, and/or color 
schemes after we have discussed this subject matter in class. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.mtv.com/shows/cribs/series.jhtml


Foundations of Interior Design 
Dream House Presentations 

 
 Individually, students will create a Dream House presentation.  This will be something 
carefully thought out, planned and organized, and creatively done.  Students will present 
presentations to the class on ___1/11/16___________.The presentations should include the 
following: 
 

Possible 
Points 

Task Earned 
Points 

10pts Introduction Slide:  your name/picture of exterior of the 
house/# of bedrooms and bathrooms 

 

15 pts Mini biography-who you are and what type of job you 
will have, etc. 

 

25 pts 1 room per slide  

25 pts An explanation for each room-description of furniture 
and/or style and why you chose that 

 

15 pts Must be at least 15 slides  

10 pts Must contain slide animations for at least 5 slides  

100 PTS TOTAL POINTS  

   

 Extra Credit  

5pts Music in slide show  

5pts Landscaping  

5pts More than 15 slides  

10 pts Videos   

125pts TOTAL WITH EXTRA CREDIT  

 


